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THE SOLUTION MASTER:
VOLUME 1

• Asking Questions to Giants who have high
handed approach, with high impact inbuilt
Answers to revolutionize, and for further
evolution of human society
• Asking without hurting and damaging image of
any individual, organization or nation or any
other entity
• Raising issues without fear, only for the
survival and sustenance of human civilization
• Raising brave issues to benefit masses as well
as classes, around the world
• There is more value and profit in values based,
enlightened, aware, and conscious total human
society than in/ with ignorant society in coming
future
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Preface, Introduction, Forward, and Heart and Soul felt
thoughts:
1. Why raising right question at right time at right place to right
people is important in this ever changing and transparent world,
especially in front of those who are willing and conducive for this
democratic approach?
2. How the question can bring revolution, evolution, positivity in
human society?
3. Why generally tough questions are not raised?
4. The questions can be raised after in-depth studies and analyses.
Thus, what is the science behind the master questions? How the “TarkShastra” an ancient Indian Science was perfectly based on raising right
question and logical thinking? What are the human psychology, art,
commerce, economics and medical science behind the tough questions?
5. Who can raise such questions?
6. Why World Bank, allows, such tough questions to be asked to
their experts, when many such organizations even do not entertain
questioning them or their authorities?
7. Why only three countries around the world have the best
democratic system in the world, viz. India, United Kingdom and the
United States of America, and why other countries fail to raise bar of
their democratic system?
8. Which are the ‘places’ those encourage raising tough questions?
Where are the toughest questions not allowed?
9. Why finding solutions to toughest questions today, than waiting
for apocalypse is important? Will future generation excuse us for not
finding solutions to these toughest questions? Will human civilization
survive if these questions are not taken care?
10. If we human beings don’t raise these questions our mere existence
will be at stake, hence, these efforts.
1
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11. Finally, how to put solutions in the questions itself so that it
becomes implementable in future?

Sample Questions those have been raised in UNO, WB, WEF
kinds of organization and which are having potential Solutions to
world level problems, and those, which have moved near and dear
ones including students:
1. Question on: Children’s Education, meeting MDG and
making UNO a Worldwide Regulatory/ Governing
Authority:
(It was asked to His Excellency the Honorable Secretary
General of UNO and the Honourable President of the World
Bank):
Dear Hon. Mr. Ban Ki Moon, and Hon. Dr. Jim Yong Kim,
Warm Greetings.
Education to children and MDG goes hand in hand.
Please allow me to be honest on this question.
Educating the children requires pro-activism and it can be done
with the help of NGO’s, SHO’s, Government and other nongovernment organizations and motivated honest individuals and
technology and procedures and systems to support. It’s our
experienced fact that, the little children migrate with their
parents, while their work shifts to other cities in many cases in
India and Bangladesh, if you take a case of millions of
Construction Workers and casual labors.
Don't you feel it's the job of Government machinery to keep
track and provide education system and procedure for these
children, though, its job beyond 10 am to 5 pm office hours?
Why couldn't the technology and procedures be developed for
these activities?
Why can't it be done in deadlines of 10 years or 25 years?
2
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Trust me, if it's not done with deadlines, in the year 2100 A.D.
we'll be discussing the same things.
Thus, don’t you feel UNO and WB should be Regulatory
authority of the world by now to achieve it?
Hoping to include this point in your discussion, please, also if
required, honestly, I can become part of it.
Thanks and Regards.
Yours Truly,
Dr. Ashish Manohar Urkude, (Ph. D. Management), India
2. "With the speed they are implemented around the world, MDG's
seem to be pipe dream," an elderly professional predicted this
last month, further he said, "Every time, World Bank and UNO
pass on the buck of implementation on the states/ nations. Thus,
no one takes responsibility of its failure. This world will remain
like this forever." Do you think, by the time, a man grows older
he becomes negative about implementation ability of WB and
UNO and Government of any nation, especially over MDG
issues?
3. According to statistics, Top 20% and bottom 40% both have
more than 95% of their children not studying at schools or in
other words are not sending their children to schools in lot of
countries in Africa. What are the steps the World Bank is taking
to help these African countries realize the importance of
education? Is World Bank acting proactively or not?
4. Question on: Though UNO and WB have support from all
top bodies around the world, why they pass the buck to
states/ nations on achieving MDG?: Millennium Development
Goals (MDG) seems to be pipe dream today as UNO and World
Bank put the buck on the states/ nations as they do not act, and it
seems even after a million years we’ll be discussing such goals
for ever, due to human greed and the psychology that ‘others
will implement and I’ll keep my house safe and in peace’. Do
3
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you agree with this? Thus, why UNO kind of organization
which have support from all the national Governments around
the world, have support from all the NGOs, have support all the
SHOs, and have support also from all the Top Religious bodies;
cannot become Super Government of the world and the World
Bank becomes Federal Bank of the world? OTHERWISE
ALSO, IF HUMAN CIVILIZATION EXPANDS TO MOON,
MARS AND BEYOND WE’LL REQUIRE SUCH
GOVERNANCE, THEN WHY SHOUD WE NOT START IT
FROM TODAY ITSELF? THIS QUESTION I’VE BEEN
REPEATEDLY SINCE LAST 35 YEARS, WHEN I CAME TO
KNOW ABOUR U.N.O. IN 8TH GRADE. BUT, I DIDN’T GET
REPLY ON THIS. HENCE, KINDLY ANSWER IT.
5. WHY NOT U.N.O. BE AN ORIGINATION WHICH IS
INDEPENDENT AND DECISIONS MAKING BODY AND
NOT JUST A KIND OF DEPENDENT NGO'S LIKE BODIES
AND PUPPET IN THE HANDS OF FEW NATIONS? WHY
CAN’T IT BE SUPER GOVERNOR AND SUPER
REGULATOR
FOR
POLITICS/
PROGRESS
/
PEOPLE'S WELFARE DECISIONS MAKING BODY,
TO SAVE THIS EARTH FROM WARS, AND MAKE IT
SAFE AND SUSTAINABLE BASE FOR HUMAN
EXAPNASION TO MULTIVERSE? I’m concerned about this
world hence this direct question.
6. MDG SEEMS TO BE PIPE DREAM WITH HIGH HANDED
APPROACH: Since long I have been saying MDG seems to be
pipe dream looking at the high handed approach. Why can't
we've a realistic planning for extended time of coming 25 years,
with transparency in planning and implementation at each and
every micro level? Why can't WB itself disclose it's each and
every penny spent on it's website so that it builds trust among
people, the common man to the people who sponsor? Otherwise,
it will continue for ever and MDG will be discussed by my
great-great-great-great grand children with your counter parts.
Like what we say in India UNO and WB will become decorative
organisation unless and until, UNO acts as a Inclusive Super
4
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Government of the world and WB acts as a Inclusive Super
Federal Bank of the world as regulator and policy makers and
controller and implementer. Even if humans go to Moon or
Mars, they will require such United but Democratic
Government, then why not it starts now, so that MDG are
achievable? If this world is serious then, please answer this
unanswered question till date. I've been saying this (About super
government by UNO) since my childhood that is since 1979
(‘The year it was declared international year of Child’-English/
‘Vishwa Balak Warsh’-Hindi), when first time I came to know
about UNO, but, people laughed at me, hope you listen to me
now as expert myself, and, if you don't listen to me, take my
prophecy we'll be laughed by next generations, hence, also,
expect this question to be part of your discussion
7. Question on: Humans Fighting wars with each-others for
millions of years is anti-human: Why should United Nations
of Organization (UNO) waste time on issues like Indian and
Pakistan war, Israel-Palestine war, China-Japan Conflict, UKArgentina conflict, NATO forces in Iraq, North Korea- South
Korea conflict, Vietnam-China-USSR-USA conflict, and
previously USA and USSR cold war issues, and ARE HUMAN
BEINGS GOING TO FIGHT WARS WITH EACH OTHER
FOR MILLIONS OF YEAR? IS IT EVOLUTION OR
DEVOLUTION OF HUMANS? I RAISED THIS QUESTION
SINCE CHILDHOOD i.e. SINCE 1983, BUT, PEOPLE
LAUGHED AT ME, HOPE YOU’LL ANSWER THIS
QUESTION IN RIGHT SPIRIT BEING UN-SG.
8. Question on: Classical Solutions: Why the classical decisions
like union of India, Pakistan, Bangladesh similarly, union of
North and South Korea like decisions are delayed that can solve
the fantastic problems of the world? Why War and division of
countries like decisions always win, also, are human beings
going to fight for millions of years among themselves on caste/
race, country, religion like petty issues? Why progress of all the
nations and whole earth is called utopian idea? Why only we
5
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talk about making literate one country only and why those
countries do not help other countries to get 100% literacy? Thus,
why not MDG being taken seriously by all the states on the
earth?
9. Question on: IPR and Technology Quest: Will human quest
for energy needs be fulfilled in next millennium, if the solution
is not found out immediately or if found out but ‘dumped’ as
Intellectual Property Right? I’m using dumped word because the
technology in use gets up graded at every moment and not if it is
dumped as patent? Trust me, suggestions comes more from
common man than any other qualified or experienced person.
10.
Question on: Why can’t Noble Prize be awarded only if
there is total eradication of Child Labor is there? Just see the
Photograph of Child labor. Even when people are getting Noble
Prizes for peace, Bharat Ratna the highest honor of India, The
Lord title, and many such titles around the world, why there is
no peace on earth? Why to keep such decorative prizes, till
permanent solution is not found? Why child labor, trafficking,
bullying continues? Don’t we want to find permanent solution to
this? What are UNICEF, Governments, NGO’s, SHO’s doing
and why are they not successful till date? One person once said,
“These are all show-off organizations and are puppet in the
hands of bullying countries or people around the world, and
don’t expect anything good from them.” I’m still failing to
explain contribution of UNO to him. Though I tried to explain
how, UNO, have succeeded in stopping 3rd world war, etc.
Hope, I failed to explain but UNO and WB top authorities will
touch this point in their all-important discussion.
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Photograph: Child Labor in Dehradun, caught live, on the day
an Indian got Nobel Peace Prize (Why cannot Noble Prize be
awarded only when children related problems are fully
stopped?)
11.
Question on: Not walking the talk?: Why people or
organizations with authority or power sometimes act juxtapose,
i.e. they say something in favor but act in opposition or viceversa in international politics? Doesn’t it go against noble
people’s ‘think and walk the talk’ principle? Where are ethos,
principles, honesty, truthfulness…..?
12.
Question on: Not solving problems of common man is
anti-human stand: Why some questions are answered and
others are not, even at UNO and World Bank level? To whom
the common man will look in case these topmost organizations
and Governments do not deal with such problems? Is it not antihuman?
13.
Question on: Survival of earth in case of outer space
material impact: SCIENTISTS HAVE PROVED THAT A
COMET OR METEORITE LIKE OBJECT DESTROYED THE
DINOSAURS ON EARTH. THEN, WHAT ARE THE
ALTERNATIVE PLANS FOR HUMAN CIVILIZATION IF
THAT HAS TO OCCUR AGAIN? WHY SUCH PLANS ARE
NOT DISCUSSED IN UNO? SCIENTISTS ALSO HAVE
DRAKE EQUATION OF EXISTENCE OF ALIEN WORLD,
7
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THEN WHY WE DON’T DISCUSS A PLAN TO EXPAND
HUMAN CIVILIZATION? WHY CAN’T WE HAVE MOON
STOCK EXCHANGE IN 2030 AD AND MARS STOCK
EXCHANGE BY 2050 AD. WHY PEOPLE LAUGH AT ME
WHEN I RAISE SUCH ISSUES IN TOP CONFERENCES? IS
WORLD NOT READY FOR SUCH RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT?
14.
Question on: Local citizens being part of local project:
Why not the suggestions of local citizens be used while
developing the local projects? May it be India or South America
or any places on earth?
15.
Question on: Everyone is Talented, but why can’t it be
used? There is no dearth of talent in this world; everyone is
talented in something, some way or other, why this talent is not
utilized properly? Why experts always have to apply for job?
Why can’t World Bank or UNO reach genuine candidature?
Why really genuine candidatures are always sidelined, even at
these top brass organizations in the world? Is honesty a
qualification or disqualification in such cases? One of my
students asked, “Do I’ve to be sycophant of VETO power
nations to get hired in UNO or WB besides my top class
qualifications and experience in future?” I had no answer;
hence, raising this issue, hope you’ll touch this point in your allimportant discussion.
16.
Question On: Transparency: Why not the Balance Sheet
with each penny / cent/ franc/ rupee details of World Bank is put
on WB website, every year? If World Bank set a bench mark
then only others will follow otherwise corrupt practices and
favoritism will continue in this world. Sorry for direct
expectations but… tell me to whom and to which organization
the youth around the world look at as an ideal organization for
8
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such activities? Why not we’ve Super Chartered Accountant for
these activities?
17.
Still my last year’s question is not answered, why not
World Bank starts from itself, and make all possible data open
to public to let know, how, transparently they are working for
betterment of this world and provides account details of each
penny it spent on each activity. Then it will become bench mark
for nations/ states, and then there is no looking back.
18.
Question on: Once there is Expansion of human
civilization to Multiverse Earthiens will be called backward
race?: In case human civilization expands to Moon, Mars and
beyond, will not they consider Earthien that humans living on
earth, as a backward race? I had given a plan to expand human
civilization in our solar system and beyond, in 2004, 2006, and
2007 to UNESCO bodies. It also included, even the kind of
education required to be given candidates going there, contacted
NASA, CERN, ISRO, ROSCOSMOS, and other organizations,
since 1996, but, why didn’t I get a call to implement it, do I’ve
to apply again and again, and are the jobs fixed or are they act
separately and are going to fight for land on Moon, Mars and at
every planet in future? Also, are we going to waste time or
invest time in future on such issues of importance, to sustain
human civilization? Trust me, if we don’t act on such vision,
we’ll perish on earth and will continue fighting with each other
for millions of years, and there will be no evolution of human
beings. I’m the only one who have raised this issue on my blog
www.managementengineering.blogspot.com and 21 people
voted for expansion of human civilization to moon, mars and
beyond, and Mr. Edvin Alderin (Buzz Alderin the moon lander)
is aware about this, as he read my question but didn’t answered
this question, may be because of fear, or he might have thought
I’m not an important person and hence may be ignored. Hope
9
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my un-answered question will be answered in this all important
WB discussion.
19.
Question on: Corruption will annihilate human
civilization? : Trust me, in case, corrupt practices continues,
then first earth will get polluted, then all water bodies will get
polluted, air will be difficult to breathe, then sky will become
unlivable and then minds and brains will get polluted…..then,
will we survive or perish? Why can’t there be ‘terminal
solutions to corruption around the world’? Also, USA, India,
Russia, China and other powerful countries makes 10 million
army, together, are they not powerful enough to tackle any
corrupt personnel/ organization/ nation with all their might?
Why are we separated on such issues? Why can’t 99% good
people fight with 1% corrupt people or terrorists or bad people
in society? Also, most of the environmental pollution is due to
corruption only, and hope this point will be discussed in your
all-important discussion.
20.
Question on: Right To Education (RTE): Right To
Education is present in more than 135 countries around the
world, then why there is lack of ‘total education’ and 100%
literacy, in all these countries? Why we see, children working in
hotels or on road in India and other countries? Why can’t policy
makers and implementers work together, and why it’s not
successful like pulse-polio-drive in India? WHAT KIND OF
LEGACY ARE WE GOING TO LEAVE FOR NEXT
GENERATIONS, IN CASE WE LEAVE MORE ILLITERATE
THAN LITERATE HUMANS IN THIS WORLD?
21.
Question on: Are we inviting health risk by Flushing
Viruses and Bacteria out of their home?: Are we not flushing
bacteria, viruses, and other unknown species out of their den due
to deforestation and pollution? Thus, will we not be in trouble in
future on health issues? Then how can MDG be met?
10
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22.
Question on: WTO and India: India faced extended
monsoon this year. In Himalayas the 100 meters or even more
foundation of buildings get washed away in such incidences,
especially on monsoon side of Himalayas than Chinese side,
thus, don’t you believe that in future most of the state funds will
go in infrastructure maintenance? Also, don’t you feel, this
region cannot survive without subsidies? Hence, I think, WTO
should have different approach for different states according to
local and glocal conditions. Hope you’ll touch this all important
question in your important discussion.
23.
There are few fragile areas in the world like the Monsoon
side, i.e. Indian side of Himalayas, which cannot run/ survive
without subsidies, Kedarnath tragedy have proved it. E.g. We
need to build/ construct/ repair the roads 4 to 5 times a year, just
watch the videos of this Himalayan tragedy, the whole base/
foundation itself of 100 feet underneath is washed away many a
times...etc. problems are there....Hence, hope WTO ... WB ...and
thus UNO understands this point, and understand the Indian side
over this issue. Please note...more than 100 million population is
associated with my question...Thus, if such issues are favorably
understood then only someone can say this discussion will be
really MULTILATERAL, of course dealt by multilateral banks
and agencies....otherwise we feel it is monotonous discussion.
24.
Question On: Meeting M.D.G. within Deadline: Cell
phone, Radio, Television, and the whole Information and
Communication Technology is the fastest to reach at the grassroot level. Then, why the idea of Millennium Development
Goals (MDG) did not reach at the grass root level around the
world. Where exactly UNO and its organizations like WB...are
failing to reach grass root level? I've been to many MBA
schools and those even MBA students do not know what are
MDG, leave others (including governments who do not take
MDG seriously as per WB) aside, hence, this obvious question.
Hope the question is taken positively and UNO and WB will try
to find out an innovative solution on this, to make MDG happen.
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25.
Question On: SOCIAL ACCOUNTIBILITY: We can
talk about Social accountability, as much as we can, but "Who is to
be held responsible(?)" for bad road conditions, non-working of the
government machinery in some cases, insurance companies like
threaten to collect premium from its customers, electricity is not
there but bills are there every month, telephone doesn't function
well but bills are there every month, many road and other
infrastructure projects are left without completion, if common man
goes to court/ legal the judge seems to be got manipulated by rich
individuals or companies,...etc. It's not happening only in India but
we've seen elsewhere too. What could be the solution? Who has to
be held responsible? What will be the role of World Bank to
correct this system in so many countries? How UNO, WB can fix
this accountability problem?
26.
Question on:
REALITIES OF POACHING IN
JUNGLES AROUND THE WORLD:
We heard sitting at their office, few people including forest
rangers, can tell in some instances, who (with exact name and
address) has done that poaching in that particular area or who has
done theft in that particular area. It's a world known fact by now in
many Jungle areas. Now, kindly let us know, the exact reason why
it can't be stopped, if such a good intelligence system is available,
cameras are available, and ....Who provides the loopholes in the
system to poachers? Don't you think it seems fishy if someone says
poaching can't be stopped? Dr. Jane, I hope you will touch this
point, please.
27.
Question on: ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES:
It has been observed that while widening of roads, the trees that
are in way could be up-rooted and then could be re-rooted at some
other place, can be done, may be at night times, but do not happens
in India. It's been standard practice at other places in the world.
Hope you agree that, there would be imbalance in nature if it's not
done. We've observed that, it also have provoked corrupt practices
in India, hence, would like to ask, Have you touched this point in
your book?
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28.
Question on: Exploitation of Himalayan Jungles: Many
of the rare medicinal seeds, shrubs, fruits, flowers, roots, trees,
etc. are available in Himalayas. On the name of Herbal /
Ayurvedic Medicines top MNC buy such medicinal shrubs at
negligible cost here, we've seen, and they sell their medicines a
million times higher prices in global market. Could you please
evaluate cost and value of this till the day of this discussion and
make a comment on this?
29.
Question on: KNOWLEDGE MUST BE FREELY
AVAILABLE AND THAT TOO AT FREE OF COST: We
in India have believed since millions of years that the
knowledge that is necessary to survive must be available free of
cost to everyone, otherwise, how would we survive? It's time,
we make all the necessary and authentic knowledge and
authentic data available free of cost, patent free and copyright
free, and it's free to all and is available for any point on the
globe and beyond. Hope these points will be discussed in this
important discussion.
30.
Question on: WOMEN’S RIGHTS when EVEN U.S.A.
COULD NOT FIND A PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE:
Empowering women.....To Hon. Hillary Clinton.. Women are
deprived from decision making bodies as top level men expect
to continue the dirty politics, hopeless-economics, wars and
terrorism, and dirty business. Otherwise, why USA couldn’t find
a woman Presidential candidate? Why women in India could not
get 33% reservation in parliament? Similar cases could be found
in Russia, China, France, Japan, and top countries around the
world. Deprivation of women has stopped human evolution in
recent times. If human civilization has to expand to places, we
need to evolve at this front, then only we'll sustain or we'll
perish. Hope you'll touch this point in your all-important
discussion.
31.
I think it's not problem of Vietnam only. Even USA could
not find a better Women Presidential Candidate yet, in their
history. It's a Universal Problem. Probably Politics and ruling is
not yet a clean job, in human history. However, being relatively
13
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smaller country Vietnamese can find the better solution over
more women contribution towards the nation through its
parliament. It could start from a local or a corporate or sports or
an education institutional leadership and the candidate can be
nurtured to the level of national leadership. We've tried it in
India, and we had a women President, Chief Minister,
Governors of the provinces and perhaps the strongest woman
Prime Minister till date, using this method. Mrs. Indira Gandhi
was nurtured this way by her father and the well-wishers, since
her child hood, including Hon. M. K. Gandhi (Mahatma
Gandhi-ji). Hope this point may be discussed in this all
important discussion.
32.
Question on: ZERO WASTE OF FOOD and
FOODGRAINS: At our locality, we waste 'Zero' food. The
reason being many follow the concept called limited daily food
consumption. However, it's been observed that it's the five star
or above hotels those who waste more food. What can be done?
Another observation is wastage of food-grains while they are
stored, even 1% of 100 million metric tons become 1 million
metric tons of waste, if we take case of India. Don't you feel
immediate action is required on it? What could be the modified
role of the World Bank in future when it comes to all these
activities?
33.
Question on: AUTHORITIES AROUND THE
WORLD
ARE
NOT
READY
FOR
DIRECT
DEMOCRACY?: We had hot discussion and SWOT analyses
recently and we found that this world is not ready (at least the
authorities holding top positions) at present for direct democracy
and transparency and openness, though we all youth around the
world in all countries demand it. What are your opinions on
these? What could be the process to achieve it in every country?
34.
Question on: Railway connectivity from Varanasi to
Mecca to Jerusalem to Rome: THERE ARE OVER TWO
BILLION PEOPLE TRAVEL TO VARANASI, MECCA,
JERUSALEM AND ROME KINDS OF LOCATIONS
AROUND THE WORLD EVERY YEAR TO SATISFY
14
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SPIRITUAL AND RELIGIOUS NEEDS OF THEIR SOULS.
THEN WHY THERE IS NOT CONSTANT, CONTINUOUS
RAILWAY
SYSTEM
BE
CONSTRUCTED
THAT
CONNECTS ALL THESE PLACES? Let spiritual and religious
people travel on all these places at lesser cost that today’s
exorbitant airways costs. Don’t you feel it is more feasible than
increasing carbon footprint? I hope even Popes, Swamis, and
other religious bosses will also agree on this. Also, why not
we’ve such railway systems, having advanced technologies be
there from Nagpur to Moscow, Nagpur to Dubai, Nagpur to
Beijing, Nagpur to Tokyo, Nagpur to Singapore, Nagpur to SaoPolo, Nagpur to Sydney, Nagpur to North Pole, Nagpur to South
Pole, etc. When I raised this question on major projects in travel
and tourism, people ridiculed me, and this question was rejected
by World Bank several times, hope you’ll touch this question
this time.
35.
Why the railway projects like Kaba to Rome to Varanasi
to Jerusalem cannot be thought to connect all religions? Why
not North Pole to South Pole railway project is not been
thought....ok....why
not
Delhi-Beijing-Moscow-....to
London....to...Helsinki....project be implemented? Why not
American-Russian Railways be thought they have only few
hundred kilometers of sea in between them...Why Kolkata to
Singapore Railways be planned? Why Mumbai to Karachi
railway link is not there? Are Human-beings going to fight wars
for millions of years? Are not our experts/ expertise and
resources lost in wars?... Why human-beings do not implement a
war pact for 100 years? Then if all these fantastic projects are
implemented the earth will look like heaven. Trust me.
36.
Long lasting and Sustainable infrastructure built up is
possible only if we stop wars, which not only destroy existing
infrastructure but also expertise and humans who built it. Thus,
it's a loss for that country as well as for the whole world. Do you
agree on this? Is it possible that humans do not fight wars for
100 years, for such infrastructure built up and promise they will
not break the bridges constructed earlier?
15
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37.
Question on: WOMEN AS PART OF DECISION
MAKER and HAVE SAME SALARY/ WAGES: First
thought raised by women here in India is; are women getting
same position same wage/ salary or not? Another point is, are
they made part of decision or not? What are Health, Safety, and
other short and long term benefits and facilities they are getting?
38.
WHY WOMEN ARE LESS ACTIVE IN POLITICS
AROUND THE WORLD, IS IT NOT GOOD
PROFESSION?: Why women are less active in politics around
the world? Why even USA could not find a good Presidential
candidate till date? Why can't be politics, ruling, governing of
nations be made clean enough, around the world, to
accommodate both the genders? IF IT HAPPENS THEN ONLY
HUMAN CIVILIZATION CAN SURVIVE FOR B/MILLIONS
OF YEARS, OTHERWISE, CORRUPTION, ENVIRONMENT
AND OTHER PROBLEMS WILL WIPE IT OUT ON EARTH.
Hope this question will be dealt in your discussion.
39.
Women are deprived from decision making bodies as top
level men expect to continue the dirty politics, hopelesseconomics, wars and terrorism, and dirty business. Otherwise,
why USA could not find a Presidential candidate? Why women
in India could not get 33% reservation in parliament? Similar
cases could be found in Russia, China, France, Japan, and top
countries around the world. Deprivation of women has stopped
human evolution in recent times, is what I feel. If human
civilization has to expand to multiple places in this universe and
multiverse, we need to evolve at this front, then only we'll
sustain or we'll perish that’s for sure. Hope you'll touch this
point in your all-important discussion.
40.
Question on: GENDER EQUALITY AND MDG: If
gender gap has to be reduced it must be reduced in Politics and
Governing of every country. Otherwise, inclusive growth, health
to each child, education to all, better infrastructure, free will,
and human progress, would be just terms used in Utopic
language of Economics. Hope, you all agree on this issue and
will have discussion on it, in your, all important discussion.
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41.
Question on: NO WAR FOR 100 YEARS, BUT, ONLY
INCLUSIVE GROWTH AND MODIFYING VETO
POWER FOR THAT IN U.N.O.: I've same question that I
asked in the Gender Equality, why couldn't USA find a Woman
President till date? My second question is, is it possible that we
make a common foreign policy agenda for 100 years for all the
countries that, there will be no war from 2015 AD to 2115 AD,
and will talk about development of this world at all the fronts,
and we meet the MDG. Is it possible to modify foreign policies
for USA or Veto Power Countries and all the member countries
of UNO, for this no-war, only inclusive-progress? Also, WHY
CAN’T BE VETO POWER BE CANCELED ON SUCH
ISSUES IN UNO? Please suggest/ guide.
42.
I have a direct question to all the world leaders. Again.
Since early childhood I've this question. Are India and Pakistan,
Israel and Palestine, North and South Korea, UK for Falkland
with Argentina, China and India, finally Cold War giants USAUK-France and Russia, going to fight for millions of years? Are
human beings not going to evolve for peace, from barbaric to
god like souls? This is THE MAIN HURDLE in this part of
world before the economic integration. This is the world level
problem. Hope this point will be discussed in your all-important
discussion. Hope you'll not ignore this important question cum
solution to many problems of the world.
43.
Question on: INCLUSIVE GROWTH IN EURASIA:
Hope this diversification in development is also dealing with
inclusive growth and favors all the regions in Eurasia? The
reason to raise this question is may be after some decades later
we'll be discussing, developed, developing and under developed
regions in Eurasia despite the so called blessed natural
resources. Hope you understand the crux and will add this point
in your all-important discussion.
44.
Question on: INVOLVING ALL THE UNIVERSITIES
AROUND THE WORLD AND ALL THE YOUTH IN
U.N.O. AND W.B. ACTIVITIES: It has been observed that
some Universities have more influence than others on Global
17
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Development, though, every University passes out millions of
graduates in the course of time. Can we have a program in
which every university can (in fact should) make a contribution?
This will improve the quality of graduates around the world,
hence this question. OTHERWISE, FOR MILLIONS OF
YEARS GRADUATION WOULD BE THERE, BILLIONS
WILL GRADUATE BUT, WITHOUT ANY SIGNIFICANT
DIFFERENCE, VALUE AND IMPACT ON THE GLOBAL
DEVELOPMENT ON EARTH, AND ON FURTHER
FRONTS,
ESPECIALLY
EXPANDING
HUMAN
CIVILIZATION ON MOON, MARS AND BEYOND.
45.
Question on: INCLUSIVE GROWTH WHEN
TECHNOLOGY IS DEVELOPING FASTER THAN IT
CAN BE IMPLEMENTED IN DAILY LIFE: Reaching to
every village has always been challenge, similarly, transport in
all whether conditions has always been a challenge to
humankind. Do you think, that, in coming decade, we would be
able to overcome these two problems in all countries? The
reason raise this question is, many people feel technology is
developing at faster rate than actually it can be implemented and
used in daily life.
46.
Question on: CLIMATE CHANGE AND REACH OF
WB TO SME: PROBABILITY OF CLIMATE REVERSING
SEEMS TO BE ZERO, NULL AND VOID, thus change will be
the only constant in future businesses. Hence, my question is,
how would World Bank develop its policies for sustainable
businesses, with various countries? Also, how will World Bank
reach to SME's and micro enterprises and help them sustain?
Computers and Internet are still inaccessible to them, as either
they don't have employees who can operate Computers or they
can't afford it, I've seen it in recent visits to more than 1000
SME's and small agro businesses in distant villages in India,
hence, this question.
47.
Question on: INDIAN GOVERNMENT TACKLED
THE CYCLONE PHAILIN SUCCESSFULLY: Congrats to
Government of India for reducing the losses during and before
18
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the cyclone Phailin. However, when people watched the
aftermath, they found that the people had nothing to stay and
could not return back, as they had no shelter and living
machinery. Hence, my question is, what is the future course of
action for these cyclone affected people? ALSO, WE'VE SEEN
IN UTTARAKHAND THAT SOME PEOPLE ARE NOT
WILLING TO GO BACK AND STAY AT HILLS AGAIN. IS
THERE ANY PLAN OF GOVERNMENT OF INDIA AND
THE WORLD BANK TO REDUCE THIS FEAR PSYCHOSIS
AMONG PEOPLE AFFECTED? ALSO, IT'S HIGH TIME WE
MUST PLAN NO-LIVING ZONES IN INDIA, WHERE, WE
THINK THERE IS CHANCE OF EXTREME DISASTER/S, IS
WHAT I STARTED FEELING. This will also take care of
Ecology as well, ex. Mangroves will be protected near sea; and
the Hills and Forests will be protected in Himalayas, thus
reducing the impact of future disasters. Do you agree to this,
please?
48.
Question on: WOMEN REVERENCE: We in India
respect our Mother as Goddess. In fact, we treat our parents as
our first Guru/ Teacher/ Coach/ Mentor in fact everything. In
joint family we respect all the elders. We involve all, including
mother, wife, sister, daughters, and even grandmothers, in every
important decision, that we take at home. If same thing happens
everywhere including homes, offices, government, public
places, with all ethics and values, hope violence against women
will vanish. Hope, all of us have similar views. Do you agree
over this?
49.
Question on: ENTREPRENERSHIP AND WORLD
BANK TAKING JOB OF TRAINING THE TRAINERS:
My first question is, can the World Bank take job of Train the
Trainers of various countries, who are helping youths to start the
business, so that more than a million Youth Entrepreneurship
start within the span of next 5 years? My second question is, can
the World Bank proactively help governments around the world
to reduce the lengthy procedures to start the business in various/
respective countries? This question is obvious in case we have
19
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to generate more than a few million jobs/ year, in coming
decade. This question also has its importance as the solution to
this will also boost the spirit of youth brigade from various
countries to venture for Entrepreneurship. If in Denmark a
business can start within 8 minutes and government supports it,
then why cannot it happen in other countries? Why not doing
business be easy in all places around the world? Why cannot
WB proactively support the states in place of showing them
their place by conducting surveys? OR otherwise take some
stern action by becoming world’s federal bank. We’ve high
expectations from UNO and WB as you’ve top pool of talent,
but, in case in coming decade nothing happens, youths around
the world will be intolerable asset for authorities as there will be
more than 2 billion jobless youths. Hope such serious matters
are discussed in open forum like this, should have action plan
displayed to public, and are acted upon proactively in place of
on demand.
50.
Question on: MDG AND HEALTH ISSUE IN THE
CASE OF FLUSHING OUT ALL THE VIRUSES AND
BACTERIA OUT OF THEIR DENS: We're flushing out all
the viruses and bacteria out of their dens, with chemicals, global
warming, by deforestation and by encroaching their space. Then
how will we define, impact on health measures we're taking
today? It'll also have impact on our MDG on health issue.
51.
Are we flushing/ pushing the viruses and bacteria out of
their nest and inviting to our human domain? Same thing
happened in India with Tigers, hence, this obvious question.
52.
Question on: MDG NOT TAKEN SERIOUSLY BY
ANY COUNTRY/ STATE: Obviously each and every country
should take MDG seriously to achieve this goal. Do you feel this
is not happening? Another point is do you feel the same that
MDG are related more to the masses than the classes? The
reason to ask both of these questions is, MANY TELEVISION
NEWS CHANNELS CLAIM THAT HEALTH ISSUES OF
MASSES ARE NOT TAKEN SERIOUSLY, BUT HEALTH
ISSUE OF CLASSES IS TAKEN SERIOUSLY, BY ALL THE
20
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GOVERNMENTS AROUND THE WORLD, WITH THE
EXCEPTION OF PULSE POLIO VACCINATION IN INDIA.
Thus, my final question is, are we not trying inclusive growth
and health for all, then how will it reach the grass root level?
What's the opinion of World Bank on whole this issue?
53.
Question on: HOW CAN WB HELP TO DEVELOP
SOCIO-ECONOMIC MODEL TO GENERATE MORE
ENTREPRENERS AND JOBS: Youths around the world are
bubbling to go for entrepreneurship/ self-employment or even
for a job! However, it’s becoming difficult for some people to
start a business due to so many formalities they have to
complete. Hence, also, self-employment is directly proportional
to employment generation. If jobs are not generated then, how
could new generation get the jobs? So my first question is can
WB help governments to reduce this process of starting
business? One more concern is, WE AGAIN NEED TO
BALANCE HUMAN RESOURCE BASED ECONOMIES
AND TECHNOLOGIES BASED ECONOMIES, then only it
will be possible. Hence, next question is CAN THE WB HELP
GOVERNMENTS
IN
PLANNING
SUCH
SOCIOECONOMIC BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT MODELS?
TIME IS RUNNING OUT FASTER. WE NEED TO ACT
FAST.
54.
Question on: IN LATIN AMERICA ARE LOCAL
CITIZENS MADE PART OF PROJECTS, AS MIDDLE
CLASS GROWING PAST THE POOR: Congrats to Latin
America for Middle Class growing past the poor. Great
Achievement by itself. My question is, are governments
realizing their worth? Are the governments making them part of
public services? Does view of a Middle Class family taken
seriously by each government? If not then, how can Government
people solve the problems? It's not PPP model that will solve the
problem, but, it's the local community be made part of the
solution then it can solve the problem is what I started feeling.
Thus, Public Private Partnership + Contribution of the local
common fearless, sensible and wise public of the area where
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work in progress of the project is going on can solve the
problems. In fact, the local citizens may be made part of the
project since its inception only, is what I feel.
55.
Question on: ARE WE GOING TO DISCUSS
INCLUSIVE GROWTH MODEL EVEN AFTER 100
YEARS?: SINCE LONG, INCLUSIVE GROWTH IS BEEN
TRIED BY EVERY NATION IN THEIR ANNUAL BUDGET,
HOWEVER, THEY FAIL AGAIN AND AGAIN. CAN THE
WORLD BANK ACT AS A REGULATOR? OTHERWISE,
EVEN AFTER 100 YEARS WE'LL BE TALKING THESE
BASIC FACTS AND HUMANITY WILL FACE ITS
BIGGEST CHALLENGE AT THAT TIME CALLED
HUNGER, EDUCATION AND HEALTH, AS ALL HAVE
THE SAME CAUSE, AND THAT IS POVERTY.
56.
Question on: WHY CAN'T THERE BE 10
ACCEPTED CURRENCIES AROUND THE WORLD
THAN ONLY USD? Though we are not against any nation or
economy, still, we feel, why big economies always put a
pressure on small economies? Can the small economies be made
independent from this pressure? Can the world economy be
made dollar independent? Why can't there be 10 accepted
currencies around the world than only USD? The question is
obvious when BRICS have got together recently to form their
own cartel.
57.
Question on: HOPE WB HAS CLEAR DEFINITION
OF POVERTY UNLIKE EVER CHANGING DEFINITION
IN MANY STATES: Please don't mind for such a basic
question. I hope World Bank is very clear with what is poverty
and about its definition. It is observed that statisticians and
governments play with the facts and figures to show poverty is
reducing, whereas common man observes juxtapose and that is
Poverty is growing day by day. Hence, how would World Bank
work in conjunction with such Governments around the world?
58.
Question on: WHY CAN’T UNO/ WB WORK
PROACTIVELY? WILL MOST OF THE FUNDS IN
FUTURE
WILL
GO
FOR
INFRASTRUCTURE
22
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DEVELOPMENT AROUND THE WORLD IN CLIMATE
CHANGE?: India is facing extended Monsoon this year. Since,
last 6 months it's raining. Thus, do you think, most of the funds
of all the nations in future, might be devoted to infrastructure
build up and maintenance only? The obvious reason being,
roads gets washed away, telephone cables, water pipelines,
electricity cables gets broken, hospitals got washed away,
education institutes got washed away...thus, in that case, how
could world bank help the nations and what would be its role?
Will WB opt for going project by project basis or will it help the
nations and work proactively?
59.
Question on: REDUCING THE TIME BETWEEN
UTILITIES PLANNED AND ACTUALLY DELIVERED
TO END USERS: How can we reduce the time between these
utilities are planned and the time it is actually delivered to the
end users? Also, what are the best practices around the world
that World Bank is thinking to implement to improve this
service delivery?
60.
Question on: DOES WORLD BANK HAVE A FAIL
SAFE PALN TO ERADICATE PROVERTY AROUND
THE WORLD?: Many have tried to eradicate poverty in India
and around the world. They failed. Hence, how feasible is this
poverty reduction program? Also, what are the steps that we at
World Bank are taking to avoid such failures again?
61.
GIVING IS FORGOTTEN IN THIS SELFIE AND
SELF-FOCUSSED WORLD?: IN THIS WORLD OF
EGOTISM I.E. "I-ME-MYSELF-MY ORGANIZATION-MY
PRODUCT AND SERVICES", ONE THING THAT IS
FORGOTTEN IS GIVING AND NOT ADVERTISING. In
many Indian scripts it's mentioned that, 'what right hand donates
even the left hand should not come to know'. Hence, the
donations and giving and even CSR is not a big part of the Big
Budgets of many individuals and organizations. None in
corporate world agrees on the principle of 'the more you give,
the more will come back to you'. It's not even part of many top
Fortune listed companies, or if they have, they take more than
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they give, is for sure. Then, how would these entities be
encouraged to Giving, to Helping others, and the Welfare of all?
.....Kindly let's also know, what will be the role of World Bank
in these activities?...Kindly let's also know whether you've
touched these points in your book?
62.
Question on: DO YOU THINK, AFTER 200 YEARS
AND LATER, SAME QUESTIONS AND SAME
DISCUSSIONS WOULD TAKE PLACE AND MY
GREAT-GREAT-GREAT-GREAT……GRAND
CHILDREN WILL BE ASKING THE SAME QUESTIONS
TO YOUR COUNTER PARTS? : Since decades, building
roads, providing electricity, and construction of toilets for every
household are part of every year's Budget of every country,
especially the developing countries, but, it could not be
achieved, is also a fact. Thus, according to Governments these
things are interlinked and are equally important. Now, the
question is, can the World Bank take responsibility of keeping
track on budgets and helping countries to keep record of every
dollar/ taka/ cent / rupee / money/ franc spent on these
activities? If not then after 2200 A. D. i.e. after 200 years, same
questions and same discussions would take place and my greatgreat-great….. grandchildren will be asking the same question to
your counter parts. Hope you don't laugh at this question.
However, it's horrible reality of our lives, and hope you'll touch
this point in your all-important discussion.
63.
Question on: RIGHT TO EDUCATION RTE
APPLICABLE TO POOR CHILDREN IN INDIA?: Hope
Right to Education is applicable to poor people in India. This
itself is a big question. Now, take a live case, if Government
chooses children of poor to be taught, and the parents of those
children are construction worker, then? The parents are going to
migrate for the job, even to other cities, isn't it? Then how can
they keep a track on it? Government machinery can keep a
track, but not these illiterate poor people. Also, parents can't
leave their children behind....There are hundreds of such cases I
know....and thus children are left illiterate and parents are forced
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to opt for job over education of children. Slowly, children also
become earning source for parents in India and Bangladesh too.
Also, education and coming out of poverty goes hand in hand in
this part of the world. Thus, I believe that, trustworthy
government machinery all across the country in conjunction
with these poor people, and technology to support, along with
NGO, SHO, and UNICEF, can only alleviate these poor out of
poverty. Hope, you'll touch this point in your lecture. Thanks.
64.
Question On: AGRICLTURE PRODUCE AND
WARE HOUSES TO STORE: Hope, while the production of
Agricultural Produce in increased, the storage houses will also
be built simultaneously, so that the hard work of Agrarian/
Farmers are not wasted and the grains reach at proper places.
Hope this point will be touched in this all important discussion.
65.
Hope, in Africa, while the production of Agricultural
Produce in increased, the storage houses will also be built
simultaneously, so that the hard work of Agrarian/ Farmers are
not wasted and the grains reach at proper places. Hope this point
will be touched in this all important discussion.
66.
Question on: IS HUMAN CIVILIZATION GOING TO
FIGHT WARS FOR MILLIONS OF YEARS? : Is human
civilization going to fight wars for millions of years? Why can't
peace be restored in Africa? Why can't UNO and the World
Bank become so powerful that they can keep the people/
organizations/ nations and other entities having vested interest
away from Developing the Nation/ Region/ World? Sorry for
direct question but, the day has come to call spade a spade,
otherwise, progress and development of this world will be
stalled for ever. Hope you'll touch this point in this important
discussion.
67.
Question on: ARE POLICY MAKERS AND
IMPLEMENTER, SLOWER THAN THE ECONOMIC
DOWN FALL, TAKE EXAMPLE, FOR DOWNFALL OF
2015 AND 2022 A.D. ARE WE READY? Are policy makers
and implementer, slower than the economic down fall? IF IT IS
ALREADY
PREDICTED
BY
SCIENTISTS
AND
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RESEARCHERS INCLUDING ME, THAT IN 2015 AD OR
2022 AD, THERE WILL BE ECONOMIC DOWN FALL,
THEN WHY THE POLICY MAKERS AND IMPLEMENTER
DO NOT WORK OVER TIME TO MAKE THE ECONOMIES
MOVE SMOOTHLY? Don't you feel there is something fishy?
Hope you'll touch this point in this discussion.
68.
Question on: IMBALANCE OF NATURE AND
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT DUE TO PLANNED
AND UNPLANNED ACTIVITIES: Most of the forest areas in
China are getting destroyed due to planned and unplanned
activities. Then how could this urbanization will remain
sustainable, if imbalance in the nature takes place? My second
question is, 'Is the formula of 33% land must be accommodated
by jungles applicable in each urbanization/ national level
projects'?
69.
Question on: ABOUT AWARDING NOBLE PRIZE
POSTHUMOUSLY: NOBEL COMMITTEE REPENTS ON,
NOBEL PRIZE WAS NOT GIVEN TO MAHATMA
GANDHI-JI, THEN WHY CAN'T IT BE GIVEN
POSTHUMOUSLY? IF BHARAT RATNA CAN BE
AMENDED WHY NOT NOBEL PRIZE?
70.
Question on: DONATIONS BY SUPER RICH: WE'RE
NOT AGAINST SUPER RICH, HOWEVER, IS IT NOT A
FACT THAT ONLY THOSE CAN BE SUPER RICH WHO
CAN MANAGE ALL STAKE HOLDERS, GOVERNMENT
AND NON-GOVERNMENT BODIES AND OF COURSE
THE NEGATIVE ELEMENTS IN SOCIETY? HAVE YOU
TOUCHED THESE POINTS? ALSO DO YOU AGREE THAT
SOMETIMES, COERCIVE COLLABORATIONS OF SUPERRICH PEOPLE EVEN CAN TAKE THE TOLL OF FEW
COUNTRIES' ECONOMIES? HOW CAN IT BE TACKLED?
HOPE YOU'LL TOUCH THIS POINT IN YOUR
DISCUSSION PLEASE. MILLIONS ARE DYING OF
HUNGER, MILLIONS ARE NOT GETTING EMPLOYED,
ETC. AND SINCE A CENTURY OR EVEN MORE TIME
THAN THAT, WE COULD NOT FIND A SOLUTION OVER
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THIS, HENCE, ALSO THIS QUESTION CAN BE RAISED
TO SUPER RICH, AS IT'S A SAME CASE WHERE IN
ROME/EARTH IS BURNING AND ...THESE KINGS ARE
BUSY IN AMASSING MORE WEALTH ...
71.
Mr. Warren Buffet, donated billions of dollars. Why
cannot The World Bank, influence, organize and encourage
other super rich for 'Giving More/ Donate More'? Also, hope the
funds they are donated will be sued for humane cause and it’s
each penny record will be transparent and seen by the world.
72.
Question on: INCLUSIVE GROWTH: "Nobody is
willing to solve this problem, but, are interested to earn their
own bread", is the comment of the grand old genius here.
Statistician and Economists putting the facts and figures and are
analyzing it as they are paid. Dictators and 'Rulers' just want to
let their way go ahead. Poor are left to god....Nobody has 'will to
implement real solutions provided by reality experts' due to their
own vested interest...god bless this earth.
73.
Question on: All river systems in India are dead and all
water bodies including seas and oceans are getting polluted
due to corruption: I have come to the conclusion that due to
corruption, the environment will get damaged, then mind of
humans will get damaged, now one will trust that some good
people are really there on this earth, slowly, ....if corruption is
not stopped then human society will vanish from earth. The
reason, it's due to corruption only the chemicals are thrown in
the rivers and sea, look at Yamuna in Delhi, Nag river in
Nagpur, Ganga in Kolkata, and sea near Mumbai....thus earth/
land will be polluted, air will be polluted, skies will be polluted
water will be polluted and lastly our mind will be polluted and
we'll seize to exist....what is your opinion madam?
74.
Question on: Digital expansion and free speech, and
benefit to all around the world: What is social and social
media strategy of UNO? How to profit from social media for
human development? Will digital explosion and vested interests,
benefit or dilute all our efforts, in case viruses and malware are
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developed by negative elements in advanced and then we try to
find solution on it after loss has been incurred?
75.
Question on: Is The death of money a reality and is the
collapse of international monetary system is also reality?:
First question: Is it a death or evolution?
Second question: Is it happening in organized way or in an unorganized way?
Third question: Will it benefit rich or poor individuals/
countries!
Fourth question: When will be death of next currency (whatever
that entity be) be expected?
76.
Question on: Finland's Experience in Education: IT'S
TIME, WE START DREAMING FOR 100% EDUCATED
HUMAN BEING ON EARTH. OTHERWISE, IN 22ND
CENTURY THE HUMANS SHIFTED ON MOON OR MARS
WOULD START CALLING US, BACKWARD RACE
AMONG THE HUMANS.....MAY BE AT THIS QUESTION
YOU'LL LAUGH AT ME, BUT, WHEN IT HAPPENS
THEN, ...WE'LL BE LAUGHED. HOPE FINLAND WILL
SHARE THEIR EXPERTISE IN IMPLEMENTING 100%
LITERACY, AT THE WORLD LEVEL.....
77.
Congrats for successes fully implementing education
reforms to Finlanders. They were among the first to implement
Right To Education Act (RTE) in their country, being small
country and willing to implement, they seem to be successful
too. Thus both corollaries are true. Now, the question is how can
they help other countries? Also, why cannot their expert
implementers help other 135 countries, where RTE is there but
are not successful? If it doesn't happen then Education to all,
will forever, remain Human Dream, and might be in 22nd
century man will colonies moon, with highly educated beings,
and back home on earth, those living on moon will call us, the
relatively illiterate society. Hope you'll touch this point. Thus,
each successful country will educate at least a million i n a span
of a decade in ....not so educated countries....could be a better
aim for human society in future. Sustenance of human
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civilization is at stake hence also, I believe, you all would
discuss, these points, please.
78.
Question on: ‘Discussion on: Google Hangout’: Youth
around the world expect similar things as such, like good
education, job, etc. However, time and again it's observed that
some of them cannot achieve that. Will these hangouts help
them achieve their goals in their lives?
79.
Question on: Municipal Finances the handbook to local
government, time is wasted than invested: Please check
many Municipal Corporations in the world. What irrigation
department does is not known to the electrification department,
what road building department does is not known to the
electricity and irrigation departments....thus total chaos ruin all
the budgets and hopes of the civilians. To whom to ask and who
will reply to it and who should be held responsible for this?
Such questions are raised by many older friends from Detroit to
Delhi to Dehradun to Dhaka, Bandung to Bombay, Nagpur to
Nainital, Kedarnath to Badrinath, .... Hope you will touch this
point in your important discussion, as its public money and hard
earned taxes that are wasted rather than invested.
80.
Question on: Housing Finance in Emergency Market:
MANY OF MY COLLEAGUES ARE WILLING TO BUY
HOUSE OF THEIR OWN HOWEVER 85% LOAN CRITERIA
KILLS THEIR DREAMS AS THEY DON’T HAVE BLACK
MONEY. THUS, MY QUESTION IS THOSE WHO ARE
SERIOUS TO BUY HOUSE, WILL BE ANYHOW SERIOUS
EVEN IF IT'S MADE 1% OR 5% OR 10% OF OWN
PAYMENT AND 99% TO 95% TO 90% LOAN CRITERIA.
THEN WHY NOT GOVERNMENTS TAKE SUCH
MEASURES? IT WILL BRING WHITE MONEY IN THE
INFRASTRUCTURE MARKET. OTHERWISE THE INFRA
BOOM WILL ALSO BURST LIKE DOTCOM BURST, IS
WHAT MOST OF US FEEL. THIS WILL ALSO BRING
ONLY WHITE MONEY IN THE MARKET. Hope you'll touch
this point in your discussion.
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81.
Question on: Hydrofracking what everyone need to
know and Research and Development is not given priority:
I'm sorry to say, but, Research and Development is not given
much importance is also a conclusion some Engineers are
drawing from this discussion. At least I feel it's too slow at all
'Energy' fronts. Also, whole energy sector is behind amassing
wealth or grabbing more and more oil and gas blocks, etc. Hope
you'll touch this point in discussion.
82.
Question on: Digital Engagement and closing feedback
loop from village level to space age projects: “Governance,
Compliance of the projects, and closing Feedback loop must go
hand in hand then only true development is possible in all the
Government and Non-Government public projects right from
village level to space age projects," Dr. Ashish Manohar
Urkude, once proclaimed this in UNESCO conference in
Budapest Hungary in 2006 and all the scientists agreed upon it.
Hope you'll touch this point in your important discussion.
83.
Question on: Art Exhibition on Gender-Based Violence:
With President Dr. Jim Yong Kim, of World Bank on May
23, 2014/ Friday: Education, right from early age, is the best
solution to tackle problems of women, many believe this. May it
be through moral education, and formal education? However,
it's also true that if you claim here that, it's happening even in
educated and high literate countries then, what could be the
solution to this problem? Why can't it happen all over the world
that by 1 January 2015 A.D. all women will be dealt or given
equal status to that of men in all the Laws/ Legal framework
around the world, in all the countries? Also, 'for coming 100
years (2015 to 2115 A.D.)there will be no war'....If such
dramatic and drastic solutions are not implemented then trust me
for millions of years wars will be fought and women will also be
abused....which I believe none of us will like...Hope you'll
discuss this all important point in your important discussion,
please.
84.
Question on: Open Data policy: Our family always
supported free education, free knowledge, free healthcare to all
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and welfare of all, concept. The simple example and reason is
given below. Just, imagine, open access would not have been
there, the concept of "ZERO" in mathematics would not have
been out/ open to the world, from India. Then?
We're running computers on this concept only due to open data
policy only. Thus, open access to data, information and
knowledge will lead to WISDOM and will definitely boost the
global economy is what we feel. Hope this point will be covered
in your all-important discussion.
85.
Imagine a top Business School or Technology School or
Engineering School or Law School, or Medical School or
Pharmaceutical School, Literature School, Arts School, Music
School, Yoga School, Martial Art School, etc. does a research
and keeps copyright by renewing every year for 1000 years and
none buy it may be in extreme circumstances, flood or famine
comes and it’s washed away or get dumped. Does not it, will
lose its relevance? Imagine, I as an individual right an article
with all detailed data/ info/ knowledge/ wisdom /
implementation strategy and put it on open access and countries
implement those things and change for betterment of humanity.
What will be useful? Obviously later. That's the impact of open
data and access and transparency. What is the use of your
existence if your work is not useful to benefit this world? Hope
this point finds its place in your all-important discussion.
86.
Question on: What Grades would you give to teachers
in your country: I would rate my teachers who taught me till
today as the best, right from Primary Education till Ph.D. Now,
when future rating is concerned it should be holistic rather than
just/only performance based. In India Guru is Guru, who is
beyond rating and value, as s/he stands for legacy that has been
there since ages. Hence, it’s presumed that apart from her/ his
basic qualification s/he must have skills to build values and
ethics in the students along with skills and knowledge s/he can
deliver to next generation that leads them to live a wiser life.
Hence, I'm recommending a holistic education and evaluation
system, here for the next generations.
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87.
Question on: Lessons for inclusive growth from the
USA and the world: If it's called inclusive growth/ economy in
case of USA, then, why it fails every now and then, was the
obvious question I faced in the classes of international
Marketing I took. Once, I got tired of answering all the
questions with all relevant economics, business and commerce
and management answers. The class lasted for more than 5
hours. Students point was, "If the economy is inclusive and
good and favorable to all, then it must be sustained from the
people, by the people, and for the people". Thus, also, students
felt that, only those economies go down, which are anti-masses
and are more favorable to classes, and one of them was USA
economy..... Your expert comment/s on these questions will be
really welcome by the new generation students and citizens
around the world. Please note I’m not against any country, any
state, any organization or any individual but as I’m concerned
about this world hence this question.
88.
Question on: Artificial shortage created by some
forces, and rise in food prices, and similar discussion in the
year 3014 AD i.e. 1000 years later: Please comment on the
artificial shortage and its impact on increase in food prices. Why
not a permanent law and regulators be enforced around the
world in all the nations over this issue? Why always poor,
needy, and villagers suffer over food issue around the world?
Are we going to find out a permanent answer and solution to/on
this issue or are we going to earn our salaries over such
discussions only? Sorry for frank question, but, I can see/
visualize....the year 3014 A.D. i.e. 1000 years later also same
discussion going on this food issue, hence, these questions on
food issue.
89.
Question on: All Governments around the world are
‘close’, i.e. not open to discussion or not open to provide
everything at grass root level: The discussion topic proves that
almost all the governments around the world are almost "close"
i.e. are not willing listen, and are not so much "responsive" too.
Now, the question is are they willing to listen and become
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responsive? Another factor, every 5 years government changes,
then, can the governments become open and responsive too in
that period? Why not system, processes are built up for
responsive and open governments in all the countries around the
globe? Are we willing or just going to do lip services forever?
Hope this hottest issue will be touched by World Bank, for the
welfare of whole humankind, being a UNO body.
90. Question on: Whole world requires training on sharing
riches: I think, the whole world requires training on sharing
riches. The increase in inequality around the world shows, the
knowledgeable or skillful or riches want to hold their jobs at the
cost of others, whereas, everyone must share his knowledge and
skills and wealth with at least one more person every year, in an
ideal situation. Thus within 10 years, this world can come out of
inequality. Why people have fear to lose their everything? In
fact, by giving more you earn more is experience of many,
because the moment a person gives away his/ her skills or
knowledge the next moment s/he goes to higher position. Don't
know when the society will be more accommodative and
sharing. At such speed, the day is not away when, elite humans
living on moon or mars will hate to come back on earth, due to
framework and mindset of earthiens.
91.
Question on Renewable Energy Challenge: One of the
biggest challenge of Renewable Energy is technology is known,
however, cannot be utilized as it is patented by some entity and
also it's costly. Hope, you'll touch this point. The reason to touch
this point is, once the technology is being used many
improvements are possible. However, if it is dumped as a patent,
further improvements will be hampered. Hope you'll discuss this
major issue in your all-important discussion.
92.
Question on: Learning from Detroit Effect = Profit is
not only and only motive of any business and global trade
value chain, if it has to sustain: Hope Detroit downfall has
proved that not only in USA but also around the world, also, not
only in public sector but also in private sector, only and only
profit cannot be the motive of any organization. E.g. For earning
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more profit only, Big 3 started outsourcing to cheaper
manufacturers all over the world. Now, none of USA
automobile giant is top Automobile Company in the world.
What we called BIG 3 as GM, Ford and DCX, has been already
looked changed Toyota, and Volkswagen, has become the top
two. China has more than couple of dozen auto companies
which could be among the top 25 in the world soon due to,
unique CHINESE ABILITY TO CONNECTING TO POOR
AND MANUFACTURING EVERYTHING AT CHEAPER
COST BY MAKING SKILLS KNOWN AT THE BOTTOM
OF
THE
PYRAMID.
Hope
you'll
touch
this
point. http://live.worldbank.org/transforming-world-tradeglobal-value-chains-and-development
93.
Question on: UNO, WB and Government and nongovernment organizations and individuals shedding
responsibility of implementation of idealistic MDG: There
are every facts, and figures, known to the world. Still, for at
least a thousand years, this world, I mean it, not only India but,
this world will remain land of extremes, because, neither UNO
nor World Bank, neither each country nor each province, neither
politicians nor spiritualists, neither businessmen nor
educationists, neither philanthropists nor socialists, neither rich
nor poor, neither highly literate nor illiterate, neither military
organizations not civil organizations, neither all so called good
NGO's nor SHO's, neither all males not all females, neither
environmentalists nor deforests creators, neither capitalists not
communists, are serious about coming out of this problem.
Everybody wants someone else to sacrifice and work hard; none
wants to start from them. Sorry for frank remarks but, it is also a
fact by now and hope this point will be discussed in this
important discussion. This point I'm raising, because, last time
when I asked the question about MDG, the buck of
implementation was passed on the countries by Chief
Economists of World Bank. This shedding of responsibility and
saving job, has become common in all the organizations around
the world, in all Government or non-Government or even in WB
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and UNO. Hope, this teething problem will be solved soon by
this world. I'm concerned hence, this question. (Discussion
over http://live.worldbank.org/is-south-asia-still-land-ofextremes )
94.
Question on: Isolation of fragile state to avoid spillover
effects on neighboring states/ regions: Hope at WB/ UNO
level we do have a plan to stop the spillover or direct effect of
'fragile state effects/ affects' on the neighboring countries,
otherwise, building a reliable business atmosphere will be
difficult in future, and more countries could become fragile
states, which could be daunting challenge and hence, this
concern. ( Financing the fragile and conflict affected
states http://live.worldbank.org/financing-fragile-and-conflictstates
95.
Question on: According to statisticians and economists,
only few got benefitted in Asian and African States: It has
been observed by many Economists and Statisticians that only
some hundred odd political or business power houses in Africa
and Asia have more benefited than riches reaching to common
man. Later, these people also have become ruler or politically
accepted leaders as well in lot of countries, and as these leaders
have imperialistic mindset hence they cannot share their wealth
with so called common man. The best examples are growing
billionaires in India. Thus, proving, change in mindset is the
best solution over this. Now, what world Bank is doing to
change this mind set of leaders, businessmen and politicians of
Africa and Asia? Finally, we feel, this is world over
phenomenon, those who hold power and / or money, it may be
individual or organisations or states, they do not want to share
and lose their importance and want to remain special stars or
persons or states or organisations. What UNO and World Bank
is doing to let everyone including poor countries, and individual
feel that they are also important in this integrated world? Also,
why world bank do not target the governments of the states, for
getting desired results over this issue? Sorry for this direct
question but my question was not answered last time, hence,
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raised this more direct question, as it has direct effect on African
and Asian continent. Of course, I do not target directly any
individuals as I'm not against any individual, but lot of
researchers have quoted their names which I can include next
time with proper references, if you wish. Come on, and please
note, I 'm concerned and hence these questions, as I've started
feeling that even after 1000 years or 1000000 years also we'll be
discussing these questions as none is serious to implement
idealistic solutions that I want to implement or you want to
implement as well. Hope these questions will find place in your
discussions.
(http://live.worldbank.org/making-everyonecount#question
And (http://live.worldbank.org/africa-sharing-economic-growth
96.
Question on: Isn’t it short-sightedness of WB and
Governments to invest in cities like Mumbai and Kolkata, if
they are getting drowned after 100 years, according to
scientists: If it is predicted that Mumbai and Kolkata are going
to be drowned in sea within 100 odd years due to global
warming, then why Indian Government is investing trillions of
dollars there and not in the safer cities like Nagpur, which is
centrally located in India? Why not slow migration is planned in
advanced to vacate these cities like Kolkata and Mumbai? None
listens to me in India hence, raising question at world level, as
it's matter of worth 10 trillion USD and lives of more than 500
million people, by that time. Similar things are applicable for
Dhaka in Bangladesh, Male in Maldives, and other places. Are
we so obsessed with short term goals that we are forgetting to
invest in future of human civilization? Why idealistic, devoted,
truthful and honest people like me are always sidelined? Why
UNO and WB do not call us to serve them, and rather ask us to
apply 100 times to serve them? Are the jobs in WB and UNO
fixed and are not merit based and inclusive, for such cause too,
and just to benefit few countries? Frankly, even if you don't call
to serve, still, if such questions are being raised it means
existence of UNO and WB itself is in trouble as people are
losing faith in them, and it doesn't mind, even though their
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visibility it increasing still their contribution is being doubted by
'many' is the conclusion and is matter of greater to greatest
concern. Hope, these teething question are touched in this
discussion. As also a past citizen of Mumbai, I'm interested in
inclusive
growth
hence
also
this
question.
(http://live.worldbank.org/cities-and-citizen )
97.
Question on: Bullying in Live discussion and avoiding
genuine questionnaire even at WB and UNO level: Also, I've
a simple objection over here, the questions which are asked first
should be dealt first, but, some people bully over the live
discussion and then his/ her questions are answered first. Any
how it's up to you to decide which question you can answer and
avoid, but, sooner of later, such teething questions, this world
will have to take care.
98. Question on: Can world bank act proactively on 2015 AD
and 2022 AD economic down fall?: Hope these genuine
questions are answered in this important discussion, as I'm really
concerned about future of this world, as I've already predicted
long back that there will be depression in some part world over
economies in the year 2015 i.e. next year, and then in 2022, and
this cycle years of depression will reduce later from 7 years to 3
years, etc. unless some amicable solutions are not found out, and
world is not freed from Wars and extreme inequalities, and if
MDG are not achieved in prescribed time.
99.
Question on: Leaders eat last: Why some teams pull
together while some not: Hope you agree that the more selfless
people you have in your team with focused approach with all
possible required skills, authorities and attributes; the more
chances you've for winning. Hope you've touched this point in
successful teams.
100.
Question on: Levant Economic Integration: Hard Talk
with the Chief Economists: Why can't the success story of
Western Europe at Economic fronts be repeated in, SAARC,
and Levant? Why artificial barriers, and road blocks are created
on purpose by top authorities around the world? Why can't
people in this part and around the world live and let others live
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in peace and prosperity? Hope these points will get place in your
all-important discussion.
101.
Question on: Google Hangout - Youth and Open
Government in Sports: What Can We Learn from the World
Cup? The Question: Since, 1982, I've watched all football world
cup final gold cup match. Hence, my observation is that billions
watch these matches, thus lot of man hours if I say invested,
some people say man-hours wasted, that too for almost a month
i.e. more than 30 days, while matches are there. So calculations
come out to be not 9.5 Trillion Dollars but more than 12 Trillion
dollars. So, at the end of the day, when you say no
transparencies in transactions are there in such sports, then, is
this worth an investment? Hope you'll touch this point in this
Google Hangout.
102.
Legacy of our ancestors: "Wealth of Nation" put by
Adams Smith, is a very big word and inclusive philosophy itself.
If he forgets to write some part of it, that doesn't mean he
neglected something....e.g. if he is not a Medical Practitioner or
....he will not write about that...hope...this point will be
discussed well. Alfred Noble or Einstein or Gandhi or Buddha
or ....all have made their mark and we've to move, think
something higher and level further....with more inclusive and
more conclusive ...let's respect the legacy set by our ancestors
from which so ever country or race or religion or caste or creed
or city or .....may be.
103.
On Honest Land Management: It may be India or Africa
or USA, the best way to deal with environment is honest land
management. Hope you’ll cover this point in your all-important
discussion.

Please note: All questions appear on WWW, some grammatical or
typographical corrections I’ve made there committed during live
discussion are corrected over here.
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